YOUR PHOTOS

RESTORED, RETOUCHED,
COLOURISED & MANIPULATED

“A family’s photograph album is

“Unlike any other visual image a

generally about the extended family-

photograph is not a rendering, or

and, often, is all that remains of it”

an interpretation of it, but actually

-Susan Songtage

a trace of the past.”-Frank Deford.

LIGHT RESTORATION

from

For lightly damaged originals with up to three minor repairs outside
of major areas. (**major areas of repair are faces, hands, and areas of lost

29

$

photographic emulsion which contains details essential to your photo.)

MEDIUM RESTORATION
Includes ONE of the following: Restore one major area of
repair, OR Colour restoration of intact photo, OR Add or Delete
one person in a group photo, OR Colourisation of intact black
and white photo, OR Change background.

$

59

“A Photograph never grows old.”
- Albert Einstein

ready from 5 days

*

No matter what’s wrong with your photo, we’ve seen it before. And we’ve fixed it.
Our photo restoration specialists combine old fashioned artistry with digital technology
to repair stained, spotted, torn, cracked, bleached and faded images like yours every day.
Memories are priceless, and what is a photograph but a frozen moment in time?
Children grow up, and loved ones are lost. But with our photo restoration services, those
moments live on. We treat your photos with the care a family heirloom deserves.
Your original document will be delicately handled, scanned to a high resolution digital scan
and repackaged for its protection. All of the digital improvements will be performed on the
digital copy and restored artistically to their original state. The results will amaze you!

fotofast.com.au
Brisbane owned & operated since 1990

shop
LOCAL

HEAVY RESTORATION
For Heavily damaged originals with more than 3 major areas of repair
OR Photo repair and colourisation, OR Add or delete more than one person
in a group OR Colourise and restore B/W photo.

89

$

or
GROUP HEAVY RESTORATION
For Heavily Damaged Groups with more than 5 Major
Areas of Repair OR Heavy Photo Repair and Colour
Restoration, OR Add or Delete More than 3 persons.

07 3229 5083
sales@fotofast.com.au
200 MOGGILL ROAD
TARINGA - QLD - 4068

retail store trading hours
free
on site
parking

TRAVEL TIMES FROM BRISBANE CBD

10min

15min

20min

Monday - Friday
Saturday

9.00am to 5.30pm
9.00am to 3.00pm

Closed Public Holidays

*Service times dependant on workload and may be longer during peak periods.
Call ahead to confirm turnaround if you have a deadline to meet. Prices are subject to
change and stock availability. 10th September 2015 - supersedes all prior pricing.

